The Operations Department of HEC Liège (University of Liège) is looking for a visiting lecturer, co-holder (15 hours), for the course “Retail and distribution management”.

Programme:
Master in Management, specialisation in Global Supply Chain Management.

Course:
The course “Retail and distribution management” will be divided into two parts.

- **Part “Warehouse Management and Routing”** co-holder: Sabine Limbourg (15h)
  The scope of this part is to highlight the most important theories, concepts, models and methods in order to identify, describe, analyse and design diverse solutions for physical distribution of goods. The course will furnish an understanding of the critical role played by warehouses, facilities in the supply chain where product pauses and is handled. One goal of this lecture is to use mathematical models to allow to reduce space and time requirements or to exchange one for the other. This course also treats the fundamental topics of distribution such as the travelling salesman problem, the pickup and delivery problem, the vehicle routing problem, third and fourth-party logistics.

- **Part “Retail”** co-holder: “Visiting lecturer” (15h)
  Expected content:
  - Distribution channel strategy
  - Relevant processes/concepts to develop distribution channels
  - Key activities, roles and stakes of the main actors in the distribution channels
  - Components and success factors of modern distribution management
  - Distribution and supply chain management

Language of instruction:
English

Organisation and examination:
15 hours of in-person teaching
Teaching in the first semester 2020-2021 (September to December 2020).
Exam in January 2021.

Your profile:
- You have a PhD in management or a related field;
- You have teaching experiences;
- Language: English.

Application package:
Applications (CV, motivation letter, course proposal including course objectives, outline, methodology, and evaluation criteria) are to be submitted by email to Sabine Limbourg (sabine.limbourg@uliege.be), HEC Liège, rue Louvrex 14, B-4000 Liège on **30th June 2020** at the latest.